Data for head model 1 are from (Windhoff M, Opitz A, Thielscher A. Hum Brain Mapp. 2013 Apr;34(4):923--35.). These data are publicly available at <http://www.simnibs.de>. Data for head model 2 are from NIH Human Connectome Project. These data are available at Laboratory of Neuro Imaging Image Data Archive (LONI IDA, <https://ida.loni.usc.edu>) and the WU-Minn Connectome Database (ConnecomeDB, <https://db.humanconnectome.org>). As restriction, the publicly available datasets are slightly different in that the face has been fully cut off for de-identification purposes.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

The electrochemical activity of neurons gives rise to an electromagnetic field. In electro- and magnetoencephalography (EEG, MEG), the brain is studied by measuring this field on the scalp (EEG) or outside the head (MEG). These non-invasive remote measurements reflect the synchronous components of brain activity in a spatially blurred way. To interpret the measured fields in terms of neural sources and to understand the genesis of the signals, we need a forward model that gives a mathematical relationship between elemental sources and the resulting signals. A forward model consists of models for sources and volume conductor co-registered with a sensor model of the measurement; considering interpretation of measured signals in relation to neuronal sources, all these parts contain approximations or errors. This study focuses on volume conductor modeling in the context of experimental or clinical brain research.

The volume conductor model is based on physics of quasi-static electromagnetic field in conducting medium. The conductivity profile of the head is modeled based on description of head anatomy, and the resulting problem is solved for given source model using either analytical or numerical methods. The accuracy of the model depends on the level of anatomical detail, correctness of geometrical aspects and conductivity values, and implementation of the calculations. Computational techniques and roles of different tissues have in the case of EEG been evaluated in tens of studies; for a recent simulation study with guidelines, see \[[@pone.0159595.ref001]\]. Due to properties of magnetic fields in near-spherical geometry, MEG is considered less sensitive to modeling errors than EEG \[[@pone.0159595.ref002],[@pone.0159595.ref003]\]. Consequently, MEG forward problem has not been as actively studied, although some detailed simulations exist \[[@pone.0159595.ref001],[@pone.0159595.ref003],[@pone.0159595.ref004]\].

Forward modeling in experimental source imaging is typically done using simple models that can be generated automatically or with minimal manual effort: MEG source modeling is carried out using either a spherically symmetric model or a single-compartment model shaped according to the inner skull boundary, and EEG modeling is done with a three-shell (3-S) model (brain, skull, scalp) that is either spherically symmetric or realistically shaped. Approximate conductivity boundaries for such a simple model are straightforward to segment and mesh from magnetic resonance (MR) images, and the resulting field computation problem is ideal for surface integral methods; in experimental work, the typical choice has been collocation-weighted boundary element method (BEM) \[[@pone.0159595.ref005],[@pone.0159595.ref006]\]. Boundary-based modeling also enables easy visual evaluation of segmentation results and is computationally highly efficient. Starting from meshed boundary surfaces, an adequate 3-S BEM model and forward solution for the whole brain takes less than two minutes to build on a desktop computer \[[@pone.0159595.ref003]\].

In simulations or single-subject case studies, the forward model may contain over 10 tissue types \[[@pone.0159595.ref007]\]; also anisotropic tissues can be modeled \[[@pone.0159595.ref008]\]. Generating a model with such high detail demands extensive MRI acquisitions and/or computed tomography (CT) data, skillful use of many image processing tools, a lot of manual work, and advanced numerical solvers that typically apply finite element (FEM) or finite difference (FDM) methods. The gap between the most advanced simulation work and practical experimental use is thus large. Common arguments against the experimental use of high-detail models include 1) difficulties in obtaining a good MRI contrast between the most important tissue compartments (skin, skull, CSF, gray and white matter) and the resulting problems and geometrical errors in segmentation; 2) errors due to sensor co-registration; 3) errors due to unknown tissue conductivity values, especially the skull conductivity; 4) high computational cost, and 5) large amount of manual work by expert users using special tools. Issue 1 can be mitigated by acquiring both T1-weighted and T2-weighted MRI data to improve contrast between the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and skull, allowing automatic separation of CSF and inner skull boundary while at the same time having high contrast-to-noise ratio for segmenting the boundaries of gray and white matter. In this work, we will provide a solution to issues 4--5 and deepen understanding on issue 3.

Simulation studies have shown that highly conducting cerebrospinal fluid between the brain and skull has a major effect on EEG and a smaller effect on MEG \[[@pone.0159595.ref001],[@pone.0159595.ref007],[@pone.0159595.ref009]\]. The role of CSF has recently been illustrated also experimentally by measuring EEG in different head positions \[[@pone.0159595.ref010]\] and in a parametric-empirical-bayesian study that used a template head model and grand-average data from many subjects \[[@pone.0159595.ref011]\]. Segmentation pipeline and tools for realistic surface-based \[[@pone.0159595.ref012]\] and volume-based \[[@pone.0159595.ref013]\] four-compartment (4-C) models (brain, CSF, skull, scalp) using a combination of T1- and T2-weighted MR images have been recently presented, and toolkits for building and solving volume-based 4-C EEG and MEG models with FEM are available commercially (BESA, [www.besa.de](http://www.besa.de)) and within academic community (NeuroFEM, \[[@pone.0159595.ref014]\]). For EEG, there is also a recently published FEM pipeline \[[@pone.0159595.ref015]\] and a surface-based toolbox that models simplified CSF, approximates skull from T1 images and provides layered 4-C BEM models \[[@pone.0159595.ref016]\]. In brief, among forward modeling community there is a consensus that the CSF should be included in at least the EEG models, and work is done to make that feasible for experimental researchers. Previous studies have, however, used model parameters and a comparison paradigm that are biased against the simplified models that omit the CSF. We propose that the omission of CSF should be compensated in model conductivities and that the effect of CSF should be assessed in these less biased circumstances.

Compensating the omission of cerebrospinal fluid {#sec002}
------------------------------------------------

Because the CSF has much better electric conductivity than the skull, the volume current coming from the brain tends to flow in the CSF instead of passing through the skull. One might intuitively think that a well-conducting compartment between the brain and scalp would amplify EEG, but as the CSF compartment provides a low-resistance (or, low field-energy) channel for the volume currents to return, the result is the opposite: the CSF between the brain and skull leads to overall weaker electric field and current density in the scalp than in the case of a direct contact between the brain and the skull. The layer-like part of CSF, shaped similar to the inner skull surface, thus attenuates scalp potentials and EEG signals; the effect of this layered part of CSF on EEG amplitudes is therefore similar to that of the poorly conducting skull layer. If the CSF is omitted from the model, lowering the skull conductivity can thus partially compensate the amplitude effects. As the smearing of scalp potentials depends on relative conductivities of soft tissues and skull and the conductivity contrast between the CSF and skull in a 4-C model is larger than that of the brain and skull in a 3-S model, this compensation should also decrease the overall errors in topography shapes. Because of the near-spherical shape of the head and different role of volume current in signal generation, the effect of CSF on magnetic field amplitude is more difficult to characterize: the layered part of the CSF that lies below the skull is supposed to have quite a small effect, depending on the variation of the thickness of CSF (if the head and CSF were spherically symmetric, it would have no effect at all), while the CSF in sulci guides volume currents to flow more radially towards (or away from) the skull, bend steeply to the layered part, and return through the same or another sulcus, producing potentially complex changes to the magnetic field.

In earlier studies, where the effect of CSF has been assessed, the comparison has been done between 4-C (or more detailed) and 3-S models so that the volume of CSF has in the 3-S model been labeled as brain, but the conductivities of other compartments have been kept the same as in the reference model. If we want to estimate, how well a 3-S model would do in experimental setting, this comparison is seriously biased against the 3-S model and does not yield the information of interest:

1.  The omission of CSF has not been compensated for in the conductivities of the 3-S model.

2.  The conductivity of the skull is implicitly assumed known, but in reality it has considerable uncertainty. The skull conductivity error affects both models, but if it is the only modeling error (like in the 4-C scenario of this work), it has larger relative effects than if it is only one of model errors, like in the 3-S approximation.

3.  All boundary surfaces are assumed correct. The effect of a conductivity boundary on potential depends on the jump of conductivity across the boundary (see the integral equation for potential in subsection Physics and field computation). The boundary between the CSF and inner skull has the largest conductivity jump in the head, and in a model with CSF this jump is over five times as large as in a 3-S model. The pial boundary between the gray matter and CSF is very close to the sources, and the CSF compartment is thin deep in sulci and above some gyral crowns; a small shift of pial surface may change local volume conduction considerably.

In this paper, we address the issues \#1 and \#2. To study issue \#3 in a realistic way, we would need segmentations and meshings generated with different MR (or CT) images and segmentation toolboxes like was done for 3-S and further simplified MEG models in \[[@pone.0159595.ref003]\]. As this work is, to our knowledge, the first detailed evaluation of surface-based 4-C models for MEG/EEG, we leave issue \#3 for future work.

Aims of the study {#sec003}
-----------------

In this work, we 1) employ the SimNIBS pipeline \[[@pone.0159595.ref012]\] for making experimentally usable 4-C surface models for BEM; 2) verify the 4-C BEM, present a meshing guideline and share a fast, easy-to-use BEM toolbox; 3) propose and evaluate a method for compensating the omission of CSF by adjusting the skull conductivity in a 3-S model, and 4) evaluate the effects of numerical error, unknown skull conductivity, and omission of CSF, leading to expected error in geometrically correct 4-C and 3-S models.

Methods and Models {#sec004}
==================

Anatomical models {#sec005}
-----------------

We built head models for two subjects (Head 1 and Head 2) using existing, previously shared anatomical data that had been collected at different imaging centers with different MRI scanners and protocols. The data were processed independently by different users using SimNIBS "mri2mesh" pipeline \[[@pone.0159595.ref012]\]. Two heads were needed in order to independently fit and test optimized and compensated conductivities. In addition, Head 2 was built using MR sequences different from those used by the SimNIBS team; thus the modeling of Head 2 serves also as an independent validation of the pipeline.

Head 1 was built based on boundary meshes of the publicly available SimNIBS example data, downloaded from <http://www.simnibs.de>. Written informed consent had been obtained, the protocol had been approved by the local ethics committee of Faculty of Medicine of University of Tübingen, and the data had been anonymized. Details on MR scans and segmentation process are available from the website or \[[@pone.0159595.ref012]\]. From this data set, we used the outer boundaries of white matter (*white*), gray matter (*pial*) and cerebellum, the inner and outer boundaries of the skull (*inner skull*, *outer skull*), and the outer scalp boundary (*scalp*). The original surface meshes were slightly smoothed using "smoothsurf" function of iso2mesh toolbox \[[@pone.0159595.ref017]\] and a segmentation error at the scalp base was manually corrected.

Head 2 was built from a structural MRI dataset that had been collected for the NIH Human Connectome Project at Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Massachusetts General Hospital. The participants gave written consent, the data were anonymized, and the study protocol was approved by the institutional review board of the Partners HealthCare (Massachusetts General Hospital). The MRI data were acquired on the 3T Siemens MGH-USC Connectome scanner using a 64-channel RF receive coil array \[[@pone.0159595.ref018],[@pone.0159595.ref019]\]. The basic structural dataset consists of a T1-weighted acquisition obtained at 1 mm resolution with multi-echo MPRAGE sequence and a T2-weighted acquisition obtained at 0.7 mm resolution with SPACE sequence. Basic MRI acquisition parameters are available in Connectome documentation (<http://www.humanconnectome.org/documentation/MGH-diffusion>), and corresponding datasets and detailed acquisition parameters are publicly available through the Laboratory of Neuro Imaging Image Data Archive (LONI IDA, <https://ida.loni.usc.edu>) and the WU-Minn Connectome Database (ConnecomeDB, <https://db.humanconnectome.org>).

The segmentation and meshing for Head 2 was done using the same pipeline as for Head 1, with small modifications: First, the FreeSurfer \[[@pone.0159595.ref020]--[@pone.0159595.ref022]\] reconstruction was done using the T1-weighted data only as this was observed to result in slightly smoother boundary surface between the gray and white matter. Then, the SimNIBS processing pipeline"mri2mesh" was run employing both the T1- and T2-weighted acquisitions, with minor changes in parameters of the FSL brain extraction and surface generation tool"bet" \[[@pone.0159595.ref023],[@pone.0159595.ref024]\]. Specifically, the"bet" command was run with clean-up option for the optic nerve and eye, and the basic brain extraction parameters were, based on visual inspection of MR scans and segmentation results, manually tuned to obtain accurate surfaces for skin, skull, and scalp. Finally, based on visual inspection of the results, surfaces were slightly smoothed employing FreeSurfer, meshfix \[[@pone.0159595.ref025]\], and iso2mesh tools. The resulting surfaces of inner skull and cerebellum intersected at skull base. We fixed this with a custom point-wise shifting routine that was applied also to the upper part of the cerebellum, ensuring a smooth gap between the cerebellum and pial surfaces.

For both heads, the basic anatomical modeling resulted in very dense triangle meshes for each segmented boundary. These meshes were re-triangulated using iso2mesh tool "meshresample" to various densities, specified according to the desired mean triangle-side length (TSL). The boundary of white and gray matter was tessellated at the TSL of 3 mm. This mesh was then used for the source space; the rest of the boundaries were used in the volume conductor model as conductivity boundaries. The conductivity boundaries close to the source space were meshed more densely than the more remote boundaries. In both heads, the gray matter was already in the dense meshes very thin in some regions (about 1% of the cortex was thinner than 1.5 mm; minimum thicknesses were below 0.5 mm). The thin regions were mainly in deep medial regions and in medial occipital cortex, but also in the posterior wall of central sulcus. These regions were automatically corrected by shifting the outer boundary of the white matter locally away from the pial surface, setting the minimum thickness of cortex to 1.5 mm in each model. The correction results in slightly different source spaces in different models, but the error due to the sub-millimeter shift of source position is negligible both in absolute scale and especially in comparison to the gained benefit in numerical accuracy in coarser models \[[@pone.0159595.ref003]\].

For both anatomical models, we built a 4-C reference model with dense meshes (TSL of 2 mm at the pial boundary, a total of 63354 vertices in Head 2) and five coarser 4-C models and corresponding 3-S models. The meshings of each surface of Head 2 are described in [Table 1](#pone.0159595.t001){ref-type="table"}, and example meshes are visualized in [Fig 1](#pone.0159595.g001){ref-type="fig"}. As we have a separate boundary for the cerebellum, our 4-C model actually consists of five sub-volumes and is not nested; we labeled both the cerebellum and the space inside the pial surface as brain.

10.1371/journal.pone.0159595.t001

###### Mesh densities in reference and test models.

The density of each boundary mesh is given in terms of mean triangle-side length (TSL). For each model, the total number of vertices is also given.

![](pone.0159595.t001){#pone.0159595.t001g}

  Model name   Surface Pial   Cerebellum   Inner skull   Outer skull   Scalp   Total vertices
  ------------ -------------- ------------ ------------- ------------- ------- ----------------
  Reference    2 mm           3            3             4             5       63354
  Test 1       3              4            4             6             7       29026
  Test 2       3              5            5             6             7       26616
  Test 3       4              4            4             6             7       20889
  Test 4       4              5            5             6             7       18479
  Test 5       5              5            5             6             7       14874

![Boundary meshes and the resulting four-compartment model.\
Below each boundary mesh, the used mesh densities in terms of mean triangle-side length TSL are listed; the TSL of the shown mesh is printed in boldface. EEG electrodes and magnetometer pickup coils are marked with black points and transparent blue squares, respectively.](pone.0159595.g001){#pone.0159595.g001}

Physics and field computation {#sec006}
-----------------------------

EEG measures (the differences of) electric potential *Φ*, and MEG measures the flux of the magnetic field $\overset{\rightarrow}{B}$ due to all currents. The fields are modeled using standard quasi-static approximation of Maxwell\'s equations \[[@pone.0159595.ref026]\]. The source activity is modeled in terms of primary current distribution ${\overset{\rightarrow}{J}}_{\text{p}}$ (e.g., \[[@pone.0159595.ref006]\]) that gives rise to charge density that, in turn, creates a conservative electric field. The electric field drives volume currents in ohmic resistive medium. These definitions along with the law of charge conservation yield a Poisson-type equation $$\nabla \cdot \left( {\sigma\nabla\Phi} \right) = \nabla \cdot {\overset{\rightarrow}{J}}_{\text{p}}\,,$$ from which we can solve the electric potential *Φ* given primary current density ${\overset{\rightarrow}{J}}_{\text{p}}$ and conductivity *σ*. Magnetic field is generated by both primary and volume currents; in quasi-statics, we have the Biot---Savart law in the form $$\overset{\rightarrow}{B}\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{r} \right) = \frac{\mu_{0}}{4\pi}{\int_{V^{\prime}}{\frac{\left( {{\overset{\rightarrow}{J}}_{\text{p}}\left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime} \right) - \sigma\left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime} \right)\nabla^{\prime}\phi\left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime} \right)} \right) \times \left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{r} - {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime}} \right)}{\left| {\overset{\rightarrow}{r} - {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime}} \right|^{3}}dV^{\prime}\,,}}$$ where −*σ∇Φ* is the volume current density, $\overset{\rightarrow}{r}$ and ${\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime}$ are the position vectors in field and integration spaces, and the integration space $V^{\prime}$ contains the whole volume conductor.

The conductivity profile of the head was modeled piecewise homogeneous and isotropic. Heading towards boundary-based methods, the Poisson equation is converted to surface-integral form using Green's theorem and boundary conditions \[[@pone.0159595.ref006],[@pone.0159595.ref027]\], leading to the surface-integral equation for potential $$2\pi(\sigma_{+}^{k} + \sigma_{-}^{k})~\phi\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{r} \right) = {\int_{V^{\prime}}{\frac{{\overset{\rightarrow}{J}}_{\text{p}}\left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime} \right) \cdot \left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{r} - {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime}} \right)}{\left| {\overset{\rightarrow}{r} - {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime}} \right|^{3}}dV^{\prime} + \underset{l = 1}{\overset{N}{\Sigma}}(\sigma_{+}^{l} - \sigma_{-}^{l})}}{\int_{S^{l}}{\phi\left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime} \right){\overset{\rightarrow}{dS}}^{\prime} \cdot \frac{\left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{r} - {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime}} \right)}{\left| {\overset{\rightarrow}{r} - {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime}} \right|^{3}},~\ \overset{\rightarrow}{r}\epsilon S^{k}\,,}}$$ where $\overset{\rightarrow}{dS}$ is the outward-directed different surface element, superscripts label boundary surfaces, subscripts + and − refer to compartments just outside and inside of the surface, and *N* is the number of boundary surfaces.

In a similar way, the contribution of volume currents to magnetic field in the Biot---Savart law is expressed as function of electric potential at conductivity boundaries, leading to Geselowitz equation for magnetic field \[[@pone.0159595.ref006],[@pone.0159595.ref028]\], $$\overset{\rightarrow}{B}\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{r} \right) = \frac{\mu_{0}}{4\pi}{\int_{V^{\prime}}{\frac{{\overset{\rightarrow}{J}}_{\text{p}}\left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime} \right) \times \left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{r} - {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime}} \right)}{\left| {\overset{\rightarrow}{r} - {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime}} \right|^{3}}dV^{\prime} + \frac{\mu_{0}}{4\pi}\underset{l = 1}{\overset{N}{\Sigma}}(\sigma_{+}^{l} - \sigma_{-}^{l})}}{\int_{S^{l}}{\phi\left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime} \right){\overset{\rightarrow}{dS}}^{\prime} \times \frac{\left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{r} - {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime}} \right)}{\left| {\overset{\rightarrow}{r} - {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}^{\prime}} \right|^{3}}\,.}}$$ Then, the boundary potentials are discretized using some basis functions, and the method of weighted residuals (see \[[@pone.0159595.ref029]\]) is applied to the surface integral equation for potential. This discretization-and-weighting process is commonly referred to as the boundary element method (BEM).

We formulated the integral equations using the isolated source approach ISA \[[@pone.0159595.ref030],[@pone.0159595.ref031]\]. We used linear basis functions and the accurate but computationally intensive Galerkin (LG) BEM \[[@pone.0159595.ref031],[@pone.0159595.ref032]\] for the reference model, and both LG and less accurate but fast linear collocation (LC) BEM \[[@pone.0159595.ref005],[@pone.0159595.ref006],[@pone.0159595.ref029]\] for the test models. The magnetic field was computed using the Geselowitz equation, coupled to the BEM as described in \[[@pone.0159595.ref031]\]. Our field solvers are loosely based on the code of Helsinki BEM library \[[@pone.0159595.ref029]\], extended with the state-of-the-art ISA approach and Galerkin implementation described in \[[@pone.0159595.ref031]\] and further streamlined. The solvers have been previously verified \[[@pone.0159595.ref003],[@pone.0159595.ref031],[@pone.0159595.ref033]\].

For magnetic fields, we set up a sensor model that corresponds to 102 magnetometers of the 306-channel Elekta MEG system. The extent of pickup coils was taken into account by numerical integration over the coils (four quadrature points per magnetometer). For EEG, we used a 256-electrode ABC layout. Electrodes were not assumed to be in mesh nodes; the surface potential was interpolated from the mesh nodes to the electrode positions using the BEM basis functions. The sensor layouts are shown in [Fig 1](#pone.0159595.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

The conductivities for the soft tissues (brain, scalp) were chosen to commonly used 0.33 S/m. For CSF, we used 1.79 S/m \[[@pone.0159595.ref034]\]. The skull conductivity we express using soft tissue---skull resistivity ratio K; in the literature, estimates for K vary in the range of approx. 20--80, see \[[@pone.0159595.ref035]\]. For model verification and an example we chose K = 50, while for testing the effect of erroneous conductivity and assessing the error due to omitting the CSF we tested many values of K.

The electromagnetic field measured by EEG and MEG is understood to arise mainly from postsynaptic activity of pyramidal neurons in the cortex \[[@pone.0159595.ref002]\]. To model this activity, the primary current density was constrained to the cortex and discretized into a set of current dipoles that were placed into the vertices of the boundary of the gray and white matter and, following the main anatomical orientation of pyramidal dendrites, oriented perpendicular to that boundary. The orientation was taken from the original surfaces so it was the same in all models. For each constructed forward model, we computed MEG and EEG signal topographies for all elemental sources in the left hemisphere (in Head 2, 9350 separate dipoles in total). All analysis was based on these topographies.

Metrics {#sec007}
-------

We compared simulated topographies in sensor domain for each source separately using Relative Error (RE) and Correlation Coefficient (CC) metrics: $$\text{RE} = \frac{\left| {\mathbf{d}_{\text{ref}} - \mathbf{d}_{\text{test}}} \right|}{\left| \mathbf{d}_{\text{ref}} \right|}$$ $$\text{CC} = \frac{\left( {\mathbf{d}_{\text{ref}} - \mathbf{\overline{d}}_{\text{ref}}} \right) \cdot \left( {\mathbf{d}_{\text{test}} - \mathbf{\overline{d}}_{\text{test}}} \right)}{\left| {\mathbf{d}_{\text{ref}} - \mathbf{\overline{d}}_{\text{ref}}} \right|\left| {\mathbf{d}_{\text{test}} - \mathbf{\overline{d}}_{\text{test}}} \right|}\,,$$ where **d**~ref~ and **d**~test~ are the reference and test topographies expressed in vector form and the overbar indicates the mean. The RE is a general difference measure that is sensitive to changes in both shape and amplitude of the topography, while CC characterizes the shape only: a small RE is achieved only if both shape and amplitude are similar, while two identically-shaped topographies have the CC of 1 regardless of the overall amplitude.) and Correlation Coefficient (Cared source-by-source in sensor domain using Relative Error (RE) and Correlation Coefficient (CNote that RE is normalized by the norm of the reference signal; the normalization can cause problems in the case of small **d**~ref~, as a difference that is small in absolute scale may be large in relative scale. This is seen in MEG comparisons as large RE values in weak topographies (quasi-radial and deepest sources) \[[@pone.0159595.ref003]\].

Simulations and Results {#sec008}
=======================

Before heading for quantitative assessment, we show an example that illustrates how the (uncompensated) CSF affects signal topographies and gives the reader an impression on the connection of RE and CC numbers to changes in signal patterns and amplitudes. [Fig 2](#pone.0159595.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows two source positions and their corresponding MEG and EEG topographies in a 4-C and an uncompensated 3-S model. Both example sources produce strong signals in both modalities. The source marked in blue lies in the central sulcus, at the depth of 12 mm from the skull. The CSF has only a small effect on the shapes of MEG and EEG topographies, as shown by the high CC numbers. The amplitude of MEG topography changes less than the EEG amplitude. The source marked in red lies more superficially in the occipital cortex, at the depth of 6 mm. For this source, the CSF has larger effect on both the shape and amplitude of signal topography. For MEG, this source is an extreme case among strong sources; typically the effect of CSF is smaller. All subsequent analyses are carried out with similar computations of RE and CC between different models. In the following, we present results obtained in Head 2; conductivity optimizations were carried out independently in Head 1.

![Example on signal topographies and comparison metrics.\
At the top, two example source positions are shown on the cortex model. Below, the EEG and MEG topography maps computed for these sources using four-compartment (reference) and uncompensated three-shell (test) models are visualized; also the values for Relative Error RE and Correlation CC between the reference and test topographies are shown. All EEG plots are in the same scale as well as all the MEG plots. Contour lines have spacing of 0.1 times the maximum absolute value of the strongest topography; zero line is drawn in black, and yellow/red and blue mark positive and negative values, respectively.](pone.0159595.g002){#pone.0159595.g002}

Verification {#sec009}
------------

To find out how sensitive the surface-based 4-C head model is to densities of boundary meshes and to the choice of BEM approach, we carried out a multi-resolution verification: We computed topographies for all sources using test models at various mesh densities (see [Table 1](#pone.0159595.t001){ref-type="table"}) using both LG and LC BEM and compared them to our reference model (very dense mesh, LG BEM). The median and 16^th^ & 84^th^ percentiles (non-parametric equivalent to standard deviation) of the results in each test model are shown in [Fig 3](#pone.0159595.g003){ref-type="fig"}. In the case of MEG, the difference between the overall performance of LG and LC BEMs is very small, LG taking the lead as expected. The performances of test models 1 and 2 that have the TSL of 3 mm at the pial surface are very similar, and the same applied to models 3 and 4 where the pial surface is meshed at 4 mm TSL. For EEG, the results follow the same pattern and ranking as in MEG, but the errors are larger and there is a clear difference between the LG and LC BEMs. Overall, the error as function of both mesh density and chosen BEM type shows stable behavior: errors decrease when the mesh density increases or when the simple collocation BEM is replaced with the more accurate Galerkin BEM.

![Multi-resolution verification of four-compartment head model in MEG (top row) and EEG (bottom row) using LG and LC BEM approaches (red and blue plots).\
The plots on the left side show the median and 16^th^ & 84^th^ percentiles of the Relative Error (RE) metric computed for all topographies, and the plots on the right show the corresponding plots of the Correlation (CC) metric.](pone.0159595.g003){#pone.0159595.g003}

Effect of skull conductivity and conductivity compensation {#sec010}
----------------------------------------------------------

Next, we studied the role of skull conductivity in the 4-C model and tested, how well the omission of CSF can be compensated by adjusting the skull conductivity in the 3-S model. To focus on conductivity, all computations in this analysis were done in the dense reference geometry and the corresponding 3-S geometry using LG BEM. We built forward models with skull resistivity ratio K ranging from 20 to 80 (in steps of 10) in 4-C models and between 20 and 170 in 3-S models. The topographies of all sources were then compared across models that had different values of K. In the following, we label the K used in reference and test models with subscripts "ref" and "test". For each pair or K~ref~ and K~test~, we took the median of the results across all sources. The results are shown in [Fig 4](#pone.0159595.g004){ref-type="fig"}.

![Median RE and CC between the reference four-compartment model and test four-compartment (left) and three-shell (right) models as function of the skull resistivity ratio K for a) MEG and b) EEG.\
The black dots show the best values for equivalent K in three-shell models. Note that color scales for MEG and EEG are not the same.](pone.0159595.g004){#pone.0159595.g004}

For MEG, the RE due to erroneous skull conductivity ranges between 0% and 6% among 4-C models. In 3-S models, the combined effect of the skull conductivity and the omission of CSF is between 15% and 20%; the choice of K~test~ in a 3-S model thus has an effect of up to 5% (the values of K~test~ that produce smallest errors for each K~ref~ are plotted with black dots). In both 4-C and 3-S models, the K~test~ can be either over- or underestimated within a factor of about 1.5 without adding over 1%-unit of RE (as we specified K in steps of 10 and the effect depends also on the value of K~ref~, the quoted factors are rule-of-thumb approximations). The CC stays over 0.999 in all 4-C comparisons; only an extreme error in K~test~ drops the CC below 0.9995. In 3-S model, the CC is between 0.992 and 0.996; an extreme error in K~test~ drops CC below 0.994. Overall, the expected effect of mismatch of K~ref~ and K~test~ is small as long as the extreme ends of K range are avoided in the test model, and compensating the omission of CSF by changing K in the 3-S model has only a minimal effect.

In the case of EEG, the effect of skull resistivity ratio K on signal topographies is considerably higher than in MEG and also the compensation shows clear benefits: Among 4-C models, the choice K~test~ can lead to RE of up to 70%, if K~ref~ is large and K~test~ chosen small. If K~test~ is specified correctly within a factor of about 1.2 of K~ref~, the RE due to the mismatch of K stays below 10%, and having the K~test~ correct within a factor of 1.5 keeps the error below 20%. In 3-S models, the relative error RE is always over 15%. If compensation is omitted and the same K is used in the reference and 3-S test models, as has been done in earlier studies on the topic, the RE is between 45% and 50% for all values of K. The values of K~test~ that give best REs (between 15% and 20%) are about two to 2.5 times as large as the value of K~ref~; with small K~ref~, the omission of CSF is best compensated by using K~test~ of approx. 2.5 K~ref~, while with large K~ref~, the best compensation factor is roughly 2. Omission of compensation combined with underestimation of K~test~ may lead to very large RE in the 3-S model. The CC metric behaves overall in similar way to the RE metric, but the role of skull conductivity compared to the role of fourth compartment per se is smaller. Thus the 3-S model performs relatively worse in CC than in RE analysis. The 4-C model tolerates mis-specification of K~test~ by a factor of 1.5 with CC staying above 0.998, while the CC in the 3-S model is always below 0.994. The compensation shows clear benefits; the CC changes smoothly as factor of K~test~, the best compensation coefficient being about 1.5.

Optimal and equivalent skull conductivity {#sec011}
-----------------------------------------

Next, we analyze the data presented in the previous subsection further and answer an experimentally relevant question: If we know that the true skull conductivity ratio K~ref~ is within a certain range, how to choose the value of K~test~ in the 4-C and in the 3-S model? In addition, we assess, how large are the errors due to conductivity mismatch and due to omitting the CSF, when an optimized value of K is used.

As MEG is rather insensitive to the choice of K~test~, we defined the optimal values of K~test~ using EEG. To mimic a realistic situation for the 3-S model, we did not use any information from topographies of the corresponding 4-C model, but instead defined the optimal value in different head than in which we tested it. First, we computed the expectation value of RE and CC for each value of K~test~, when K~ref~ was varied between 20 and 80. Then, we chose the value of K~test~ that minimized the overall expected error. In the 4-C model this was straightforward, as both metrics had their best values at the same value of K. For the 3-S model, the RE metric behaved smoothly as function of K~test~, yielding three values of K that had REs within 1% of each other. Of these, we chose the one that was best in terms of CC. This analysis resulted in optimal K~test~ = K~opt~ = 50 for the 4-C model and optimal equivalent K~test~ = K~equi~ = 100 for the 3-S model. In the following, we use K~opt~ and K~equi~ in the test models.

Using K~opt~ in the 4-C model and K~equi~ in the 3-S model, we computed the overall errors due to erroneous skull conductivity and omission of CSF as the function of reference conductivity, still using the reference meshes and solver in all models; these results are shown in [Fig 5](#pone.0159595.g005){ref-type="fig"}. For MEG, the 4-C and 3-S models have the median RE of 0--3% and 17--18% and CC of over 0.999 and around 0.995, respectively. The variance of error as function of source position is larger in the 3-S than in the 4-C model. In the case of EEG, K~test~ has expectedly a large role: the median RE is between 0% and 29% in the 4-C model and between 18% and 33% in the 3-S model. The difference of errors between the 4-C and 3-S models decreases, as the value of K~ref~ deviates from 50 that was used as K~test~ in the 4-C model, illustrating issue \#2 presented in Introduction. The median CC ranges between 0.991 and 1 for the 4-C model and 0.978 and 0.993 in the 3-S model. The CC of the 3-S model gets its maximum value at K~test~ = 70, off from the middle-of-the-range 50, because K~equi~ was defined based mainly on RE.

![Errors due to skull conductivity mismatch between the reference and test models.\
The median, 16^th^ percentile, and 84^th^ percentile of RE and CC metrics between the reference four-compartment (4-C) model and test 4-C and three-shell (3-S) models are plotted as function of the skull resistivity ratio K of the reference model. The 4-C and 3-S test models have the overall-best skull resistivity ratios of K~opt~ = 50 and K~equi~ = 100, respectively.](pone.0159595.g005){#pone.0159595.g005}

Expected error of four-compartment and three-shell models {#sec012}
---------------------------------------------------------

In the final part of analysis, we answer a simple question: how large are the expected errors due to erroneous skull conductivity and the omission of CSF in 4-C and 3-S head models, when all geometrical information is correct and skull conductivity is known within a range?

We combined the effects of meshing and numerical error and the effects of unknown skull conductivity and omission of CSF. The mesh densities of the test models varied, and test models were built with optimized conductivity ratios (K~test~ = K~opt~ = 50 for the 4-C models, K~test~ = K~equi~ = 100 for the 3-S model) using both LG and LC BEMs. The differences between meshings of 3-S models were small compared to the overall error level of 3-S models, so we show results of one 3-S test model (that corresponds to model 4 of [Table 1](#pone.0159595.t001){ref-type="table"}) only. The reference models were built using the reference meshes and LG BEM, varying K~ref~ between 20 and 80. For each K~ref~ and for all sources, we computed the RE and CC between the reference and test models and then took mean across all reference models.

[Fig 6](#pone.0159595.g006){ref-type="fig"} shows, how the expected error behaves in 4-C models of different mesh densities and in a 3-S model with both BEM approaches. In all tests, models 1 & 2 and 3 & 4 performed equally well, as expected from verification computations (see [Fig 3](#pone.0159595.g003){ref-type="fig"}). For MEG, the median RE stayed below 6% for all 4-C models, while the 3-S model had the median RE of 19%. The overall accuracies of LG and LC BEM were almost identical. The median CC of all 4-C models was over 0.999, while the 3-S model was at 0.995. For EEG, the 4-C models had REs between 16% and 17%, and the 3-S model had 23%. The difference between LG and LC BEMs was small (much smaller than in the verification phase, see [Fig 3](#pone.0159595.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The median CCs of 4-S models were between 0.997 and 0.998, while the 3-S model gave the CC of 0.989.

![Expected RE and CC of four-compartment (4-C) (models 1--5) and three-shell (3-S) test models, when the true skull resistivity ratio is known to be between 20 and 80.\
The 4-C test models have the skull resistivity ratio K = K~opt~ = 50, the 3-S test model has K = K~equi~ = 100. The plots show the median, 16^th^ percentile and 84^th^ percentile of the expected value of metrics for both LG and LC BEMs for different test models. Test models 1--5 are those described in [Table 1](#pone.0159595.t001){ref-type="table"}, and model 3-S is the 3-S model that corresponds to test model 4.](pone.0159595.g006){#pone.0159595.g006}

In [Fig 7](#pone.0159595.g007){ref-type="fig"}, we show the same expected errors as function of source position for representative 4-C and 3-S models (test model 4 of [Table 1](#pone.0159595.t001){ref-type="table"} and [Fig 6](#pone.0159595.g006){ref-type="fig"} and the corresponding 3-S model, built using LC BEM). The results show that the largest errors in the 3-S EEG models occur at superficial sources close to tops of gyri, while the largest MEG errors occur both at gyrus tops and deep regions, especially at insula. Both EEG and MEG 3-S models have large errors at inferior frontal regions and in the anterior temporal lobe. Computation times for building these models in a standard PC that had 32 GB memory were about 11 min for the 4-C model and 90 s for the 3-S model. After building the models, EEG and MEG topographies for 10000 dipoles are then computed in 6 s in the 4-C model and 3 s in the 3-S model.

![The effect of numerical errors, conductivity errors, and the omission of CSF: expected RE and CC of four-compartment (4-C) and three-shell (3-S) test models for all sources, when the true skull resistivity ratio is known to be between 20 and 80.\
Test models are built using the LC BEM. The 4-C test model (model 4 in [Table 1](#pone.0159595.t001){ref-type="table"} and [Fig 6](#pone.0159595.g006){ref-type="fig"}) has the skull resistivity ratio K = K~opt~ = 50, and the 3-S test model (the same as in [Fig 6](#pone.0159595.g006){ref-type="fig"}) has K = K~equi~ = 100. The numbers below the plots show median value and 16^th^ & 84^th^ percentiles of the plotted metrics. Results for MEG and EEG are shown on the left and side of the plot, respectively. The first row contains the RE results and the second row the CC results.](pone.0159595.g007){#pone.0159595.g007}

Discussion {#sec013}
==========

In this study, we constructed surface-based four-compartment (4-C) anatomical head models from MRI data using SimNIBS pipeline, built and verified MEG/EEG forward models with boundary element methods, presented and tested an approach for compensating the omission of CSF compartment by adjusting skull conductivity of a three-shell (3-S) model, and assessed the effects of mis-specified skull conductivity and omission of CSF on MEG/EEG signal topographies. The main results are:

1.  A 4-C MEG/EEG model is straightforward to build using SimNIBS pipeline and standard BEM techniques, assuming good-quality T1- and T2-weighted MRI scans.

2.  Simple and fast LC BEM (formulated with isolated-skull approach) is adequate for making 4-C models for experimental MEG/EEG use. With this BEM approach, we recommend meshing the pial surface, inner skull boundary, cerebellum, outer skull boundary, and scalp at triangle-side lengths of 4 mm, 5 mm, 5 mm, 6 mm, and 7 mm or less, respectively, and ensuring that dipolar sources are at least 1.5 mm from the pial surface. The building of such an LC ISA model takes about 11 minutes on a standard PC.

3.  The omission of CSF can in 3-S EEG model be partially compensated by decreasing the skull conductivity by a factor of 1.5--2.5. The relative error of the compensated model is less than half of the error of a conventional, uncompensated model. The MEG model does not essentially benefit from compensation.

4.  Even with a compensated model, the effect of omission of CSF on signal topographies is much larger than the errors due to coarse meshing and numerical approximations. In EEG, also the choice of skull conductivity has a larger influence than meshing and numerical accuracy do.

5.  If the true skull resistivity ratio K is assumed to be between 20 and 80, the optimal choice for K in a 4-C model is 50 and in a 3-S model 100. In this case, the expected relative errors for signal topographies due to mis-specified skull conductivity and omission of CSF in 4-C and 3-S MEG models are 4% and 18%, and in corresponding EEG models 16% and 23%, respectively, when the reference model has four compartments and is assumed geometrically correct. Corresponding correlation coefficients are 1 and 0.995 for MEG and 0.997 and 0.989 for EEG. Thus, the omission of CSF has larger overall effect on MEG than on EEG (as measured by RE), but the effect of omission of CSF on shapes of signal topographies is larger in EEG (as measured by CC).

Anatomical modeling {#sec014}
-------------------

Our anatomical models were generated with SimNIBS pipeline that uses FreeSurfer, FSL, and meshfix toolboxes. All these tools are freely available to academic community. FreeSurfer is an extensively validated and documented standard tool in anatomical MR analysis in experimental brain research. In our experience, most laboratories that use individual realistically shaped head models in MEG or EEG analysis have FreeSurfer pipelines and compatible T1-weighted MRI sequences available. FSL is also widely used and freely available. Combining the results obtained with FreeSurfer and FSL and applying mesh manipulation tools such as those offered by "meshfix" to produce geometrically correct surfaces requires, however, some expertise and experience. For experimental use, the easy-to-use wrapper provided by SimNIBS thus greatly facilitates the combination and use of all these tools. For an experimentally oriented neuroimaging researcher, this modeling approach should be feasible to adopt, assuming that the pipeline has been set up and adjusted to the MRI scanner and the imaging protocols available.

While it is possible to employ only T1-weighted images in FreeSurfer/FSL segmentation of the brain and non-brain tissue compartments, using both T1 and T2 data is expected to yield better results at the cost of the added scan time. For present MRI systems this cost is not particularly drastic as fast high-resolution protocols are available for both T1 and T2 weighted acquisitions (the total acquisition time for Head 2 was approx. 12 minutes). To avoid problems in the segmentation of the skull, particular attention should be paid to the chemical shift between the fat and water in fatty tissue (e.g., the dura, spongy bone of skull, and skin). The bandwidth should be matched between the T1 and T2 acquisitions, and it should be high enough to avoid excessive blurring/shifting of the tissue boundaries due to displaced fat signal while maintaining sufficient SNR. If this is not feasible with a single acquisition, high-bandwidth scans can be used in conjunction with low-bandwidth scans to mitigate the SNR loss \[[@pone.0159595.ref012]\]; for Head 2 this was, however, not necessary.

The MRI data of Head 2 were obtained with a 3T Siemens "Connectom" scanner that is customized for high-performance diffusion imaging and equipped with an in-house built 64-channel RF head receive coil. In this study, only conventional structural data are needed and similar anatomical scans could be readily obtained using, for instance, a Siemens 3T Skyra scanner with commercially available 32-channel receive head coil. Finding the optimal combination of imaging parameters and FreeSurfer/FSL options requires some experimentation when setting up the imaging pipeline, but this work pays off in smaller manual workload in actual use. For best results, parameters of the FSL brain extraction tool "bet" need to be adjusted for the specific scanner and imaging parameters. This, again, may require some work in the setup phase.

As the SimNIBS pipeline uses different toolboxes for different parts of the model, some attention and post-processing may be needed. While the pipeline ensures that pial surface is fully inside the skull, in our case in Head 2 the cerebellum was intersecting at the skull base. We corrected this using the same custom tool that we used for adjusting part of the white/gray surface. Once the imaging and segmentation pipeline is running smoothly, the additional interactive workload of making a 4-C model instead of making a FreeSurfer-based single- or 3-S model is of the order of one hour per subject. As usual, the resulting segmentations and surfaces should be carefully inspected and, if necessary, manually corrected before proceeding with the MEG/EEG field computations.

Field computation {#sec015}
-----------------

We carried out the field modeling using two types of boundary element methods, formulated using isolated source approach (variant \#2 of \[[@pone.0159595.ref031]\]). From previous 3-S studies \[[@pone.0159595.ref032],[@pone.0159595.ref033]\] it was known that the Galerkin BEM (LG) is in idealized 3-S EEG models more accurate than the collocation BEM (LC); our results expectedly confirmed that this is the case also in 4-C models. More interestingly, our results showed that the difference between the LG and LC methods in a corresponding MEG modeling scenario is small. When typical uncertainty is added to the model, the overall errors of LG and LC methods are comparable also in EEG, as the additional error due to the LC discretization is much smaller than the role of conductivity error or especially the role of omitting the CSF. For experimental use of 4-C or 3-S model in, e.g., source imaging, the LC BEM is thus sufficient. For computational analysis of high-detail models or for making reference models in method development, we recommend the LG approach.

The collocation BEM is commonly considered unreliable, when sources are close to the skull (see \[[@pone.0159595.ref033]\]). In the case of CSF, the situation is, however, different: the layer of CSF between the brain and the skull smooths the electric field and thus facilitates discretization of the potential at the inner skull boundary; the insensitivity of the 4-C model to the skull meshing is seen in results shown in Figs [3](#pone.0159595.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#pone.0159595.g006){ref-type="fig"}. The effects of poorly-known skull conductivity further compensate the numerical errors of collocation BEM, leading to similar expected accuracies for the LC and LG BEMs in an experimental situation, given appropriate meshing of the pial surface (in our case, 4 mm triangle-side length) and source depth. In this work, we ensured 1.5 mm distance between the sources and the pial boundary, slightly shifting sources that were too close to the boundary. As we did not model the white-matter anisotropy or divide the brain to compartments of gray and white matter, and also the brain conductivities are not well known, this kind of small shifting is safe as long as the orientations are kept unchanged. Other ways for ensuring numerical stability would be either to mesh the pial surface more densely in thin regions of the cortex, or to use continuous, distributed source representation instead of dipoles \[[@pone.0159595.ref036]\]. We could also approximate extended dipoles using a pair or set of spaced monopoles, as is done in volume-based approaches. In verification phase, we tested the continuous model, representing elemental sources with linear hat functions spanned on the white/gray boundary. Verification results (not shown) were systematically but only minimally better, so we did not study this computationally intensive approach further. It may, however, become valuable, if sources need to be placed closer to the pial surface due to, for example, including the white matter as conductivity boundary, or if fields are computed close to the sources, for example, in the case of modeling of electrocorticographic signals.

Compensating the omission of CSF {#sec016}
--------------------------------

In earlier studies on the topic, the effect of inclusion or omission of CSF or any other compartment in a multi-compartment model has been assessed in a biased way: the CSF has just been left out and replaced with brain tissue, without adjusting other conductivities. In some works, this has correctly been called "neglecting" the CSF. Our compensation approach, in which the skull conductivity of the 3-S model is adjusted, is based on simple physics-based reasoning, and the actual compensation coefficient is estimated using a more detailed model. Thus, our compensated 3-S model is an informed attempt to get the best out of the simple 3-S model after making a decision to consciously leave the CSF out; this justifies our use of verb "omit". We fitted the compensation coefficient using information on Head 1, and we used it in Head 2; thus our assessment results shown in Figs [5](#pone.0159595.g005){ref-type="fig"}--[7](#pone.0159595.g007){ref-type="fig"} are not biased in the favor of the simplified model.

To our knowledge, this is the first work, where conductivity outside the omitted compartment is adjusted in a simplified model. Dannhauer et al. \[[@pone.0159595.ref037]\] simulated the effect of skull fine-structure (highly resistive compact bone and less resistive spongy bone) on EEG; they estimated that for compact- and spongy-bone conductivities of 0.0064 S/m and 0.02865 S/m, the overall optimal conductivity for a homogeneous skull model was about 1.5 times the conductivity of the compact bone. Also the conductivity of scalp can be interpreted as a joint equivalent of conductivities of muscle and fat, as was done in \[[@pone.0159595.ref038]\] even though we are not aware of detailed simulations on that topic.

Another way for compensating the omission of CSF would be to increase the conductivity of the brain compartment in the 3-S model. Also this approach is physically motivated, by matching the average work done by the electric field in driving current in the intracranial spaces of 4-C and 3-S models. We ran a simple test on this, using Head 2, anatomical model 4, with skull resistivity ratio K~ref~ = K~test~ = 50, and found that increasing the conductivity of the brain compartment in the 3-S model by a factor of 1.5 reduced the median RE in EEG roughly as well as the adjustment of the skull conductivity, but had practically no effect on CC. This suggests that improved compensation performance should result from optimizing the CC by adjusting the skull conductivity and then tuning the amplitude by slightly increasing the brain conductivity. Indeed, decreasing the skull conductivity by a factor of 1.5 (see [Fig 4b](#pone.0159595.g004){ref-type="fig"}) and increasing the brain conductivity by a factor of 1.25 resulted in the case of EEG in a slightly better combination of RE and CC than the compensation done by adjusting the skull conductivity only. To properly assess the effect of brain conductivity on topographies, we would also need to assess the variation and errors in brain conductivity; this would mean adding an extra dimension to optimization and all conductivity-related analyses. We leave detailed analysis of multi-parameter compensation and role of brain conductivity for future studies.

Role of CSF in MEG and in EEG {#sec017}
-----------------------------

The results shown in Figs [4](#pone.0159595.g004){ref-type="fig"}--[7](#pone.0159595.g007){ref-type="fig"} indicate that the omission of CSF causes larger overall error on MEG than on EEG, both in absolute and relative terms. The effect of omission of CSF on shapes of signal topographies is, however, smaller for MEG than for EEG. The latter result means that if there are one or a couple of focal sources that produce strong signals (say, a somatotopic experiment), the omission of CSF would overall disturb the source localization less in MEG than in EEG. On the other hand, incorporating the CSF might benefit MEG more than EEG in a more general and complex analysis task, where the use of strong priors such as focality of the sources is not warranted.

Even though the added overall RE due to omitting the CSF is smaller in EEG than in MEG, there is a feature in the spatial error distributions that stresses the importance of CSF in EEG: the 3-S model produces large errors for sources at tops of gyri ([Fig 7](#pone.0159595.g007){ref-type="fig"}). These are the regions of highest sensitivity for EEG and typically low sensitivity for MEG. Thus, the error in the 3-S EEG model may both mask weaker sources and increase both spread from and cross-talk to these regions, corrupting the EEG analysis. In MEG, this problem would only arise, if the source estimation algorithm amplifies weak sources in an uncontrolled or non-robust way.

Our results were obtained using all cortical sources. Compared to EEG, MEG has strong orientation selectivity (pseudo-radial sources produce weak MEG signals) and the amplitude of signals decays faster as function of source depth. Our source space contains thus areas, whose MEG signals would in real-world conditions be buried under noise. We did not leave these weakest sources out, like was done in the main analysis of \[[@pone.0159595.ref003]\]: As we deal with both MEG and EEG here, leaving the weak-MEG sources out would bias the comparisons. More importantly, the choice of sources to be omitted is based on the forward model and is thus sensitive to model simplifications and errors, and in many applications, signal averaging can considerably enhance signals from low-gain sources. On the other hand, we often have known region-of-interests or prior information on source location, and if this information points to deep cortical regions, MEG might not be the tool chosen for the task. We thus tested, how our MEG results would change, if weak sources are omitted like was done in \[[@pone.0159595.ref003]\]: the RE and CC values improve slightly, especially in the 3-S model; the shapes, overall levels and rankings of result plots stay the same, and the benefit of modeling the CSF remains clear. In analysis of [Fig 7](#pone.0159595.g007){ref-type="fig"}, the median RE in the 4-C model drops from 0.044 to 0.039, and in the 3-S model from 0.184 to 0.169; the median CC in the 3-S model increases from 0.995 to 0.997. Comparing to corresponding numbers for EEG, a 3-S MEG model is with strong sources roughly as accurate as a 4-C EEG model. As MEG topographies are in general less correlated than EEG topographies, this means that MEG and a 3-S model can likely resolve activities of different strong sources better than EEG and a 4-C EEG model can.

Future directions {#sec018}
-----------------

In this work, we studied thoroughly the connection between CSF compartment and modeled skull conductivity. Plots in [Fig 4](#pone.0159595.g004){ref-type="fig"} show that compensating the omission of CSF by adjusting the skull conductivity approximately halves the overall error when compared to a conventional modeling situation, where the CSF is just left out. In our analysis on the role of unknown skull conductivity, the skull conductivity was optimized in both 4-C and 3-S test models using as much same information as possible, avoiding bias. Future studies that aim at recommendations regarding models used in experimental research should follow similar logic: When high-detail models are presented and evaluated, high-detail simulations should also be used for tuning the parameters of the simplified models towards optimal. If the role of an additional model compartment is studied globally in an anatomically normal head assuming the conductivities and geometries error-free, the simplified model can be optimized in the same head geometry where it is assessed. If many head geometries are available, the best way would be to use a learning set for defining optimal and equivalent conductivities and testing these against many values of reference conductivity in an independent test set. Before heading for laborious group simulations using high-detail models, one should, however, consider errors in conductivities and in model geometry.

In this study, we varied the skull conductivity and assumed other conductivities known. In the future, also other conductivities should be evaluated. For example, the conductivity used in homogeneous brain model should be optimized in a model that contains both gray and (preferably anisotropic) white matter; only then can the effect of omitting the distinction between the gray and white matter be fairly evaluated. Further, strong conclusions should not be drawn without assessing also the effect of conductivity errors---estimated values for the conductivity of gray matter vary between 0.1 S/m \[[@pone.0159595.ref039]\] and 0.33 S/m \[[@pone.0159595.ref040]\]. Similar comparisons should be done for the scalp, in which the recently-used conductivities range between 0.25 S/m \[[@pone.0159595.ref038]\] and 0.43 S/m \[[@pone.0159595.ref001]\]. Electric impedance tomography carried out at low frequencies using EEG electrode setup is a promising way for specifying the equivalent scalp and skull conductivities of a 3-S or 4-C model; see \[[@pone.0159595.ref041]\].

In addition to conductivity, also differences and errors in model geometries should be evaluated. Such a study could be done by segmenting the same head using different software toolboxes and MR sequences and building forward models using different (verified) techniques, like was done for 3-S MEG models in \[[@pone.0159595.ref003]\]. In such a study, avoiding the bias in the choice of conductivities is essential. Another, more controlled approach would be to artificially perturb the boundary surfaces; this kind of study was recently done in the case of transcranial magnetic stimulation \[[@pone.0159595.ref042]\]. Studies should extend also to anatomically abnormal heads, for example those containing CSF-filled lesions. Regarding experimental use, detailed assessment of the effects of geometrical errors and approximations in the skull model is also an interesting future topic: While current high-detail approaches use T2-weighted MR sequences, standard anatomical brain imaging is carried out using T1-weighted sequences that have poor image contrast between the compact skull bone and CSF. Thus, statistical or rule-based algorithms, like that used in \[[@pone.0159595.ref016]\], for estimating the skull from T1-weighted images, should be developed and independently evaluated.

We did not do source estimation computations in this work, as we wanted to do general analysis on forward models, and results obtained with a specific estimation technique generalize poorly to other techniques. For example, the value of skull conductivity of a 3-S model is considered important in EEG single-dipole localization, but in linear distributed source estimation it plays only a small role \[[@pone.0159595.ref035]\]. Source estimation algorithms use the measured data, forward model, and prior information in varying ways, so the best way to understand the effect of forward-model errors and simplifications on the performance of a specific estimation technique is to set up a simulation for testing exactly that technique. Correspondingly, when new inverse modeling approaches are proposed or existing techniques compared, they should be tested for robustness to common model errors such as the omission of CSF.

Our analysis was done using MEG and EEG. Due to the reciprocity principle \[[@pone.0159595.ref043]\], the modeling approach presented here can also be applied to forward problems of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) \[[@pone.0159595.ref044]\] and transcranial direct current and alternating-current stimulation (TDCS, TACS) \[[@pone.0159595.ref012],[@pone.0159595.ref038]\]. In those problems, coils and electrodes are larger, and fields are thus expected to behave more smoothly than in the MEG/EEG problem studied in this work. On the other hand, compared to MEG sensor array, the TMS coil is more local and closer to the scalp; the role of volume conductor thus depends on coil position. Specific studies on MEG, TDCS, and TACS are thus needed to optimize the level of detail of head and sensor models.

Last, the effect of model detail and chosen conductivities should be tested in experimental studies. To make generalizable conclusions or recommendations from experimental data, we need studies that focus on different brain regions and that apply different kinds of prior information and source estimation techniques, from simple dipole localization and beamforming to sparse distributed models and multiple-region connectivity analysis. To facilitate further studies and experimental use, our LCISA BEM solver is available from the corresponding author for academic use.

Conclusions {#sec019}
===========

In this work, we presented and verified a 4-C BEM model for MEG and EEG, suggested a technique for compensating the omission of CSF in a 3-S model, and assessed the role of skull conductivity and the effect of omitting the CSF. Using SimNIBS pipeline for anatomical modeling, a 4-C model is straightforward to build. For experimental use, basic collocation BEM is adequate. We recommend 4-mm triangle size for the pial mesh; inner and outer skull and scalp meshes can be tessellated with 5-mm, 6-mm, and 7-mm triangles, respectively. Computation time for building such a BEM model on a PC is approximately 11 min.

If the CSF is not modeled, the skull conductivity of the 3-S EEG model should be decreased by a factor of approx. 2 in order to compensate the omission of CSF. If skull---soft tissue resistivity ratio K is assumed to lie between 20 and 80, good choices for K in 4-C and 3-S models are K = 50 and K = 100, respectively. As MEG is rather insensitive to the choice of conductivity values, it also does not benefit from compensation, and skull conductivity does not need to be adjusted.

The omission of CSF has roughly as large effects on MEG and compensated EEG. Due to its sensitivity to skull conductivity, EEG has in the 4-S model considerably higher expected error than MEG has, when a set of dense 4-S models with varying skull conductivities are used as reference.

The collocation BEM solver used in this work is available for academic use from the corresponding author.

The calculations presented in this work were performed using computer resources within the Aalto University School of Science \"Science-IT\" project.
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